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[1]      The courts have recognised that the internet can be used as an exceedingly effective tool to harm 
reputations. This is one such case.

[2]      The plaintiff, Mr. Rook, claims damages for defamatory posts he alleges were posted by the 
defendant, Ms. Halcrow, on various websites. 

[3]      Ms. Halcrow did not give evidence. Her defence is that she is not responsible for the postings. 
Rather, she largely blames her friends or others for them. As I will elaborate, I do not accept this and 
find that she mounted a campaign against Mr. Rook that was as relentless as it was extensive. I also 
conclude that she was motivated by malice.

[4]      Mr. Rook grew up in Vancouver. He went to college in the U.S. and lived in the Vancouver area 
since 1992. In approximately 2006 he also began providing business consultancy services. 

[5]      Between 2008 and 2010, Mr. Rook was a director and the chief executive officer of 
Cliffmont Resources Ltd.; a mining company. During the same period of time he was also a 
director of Angus Resources Inc., which he founded. In 2010, Angus Resources Inc. changed 
its name to Batero Gold when it was listed on the Toronto Stock Exchange. Mr. Rook also 
works as a business consultant. 

[6]      Since leaving his employment with Batero Gold in 2013, the Mr. Rook has continuously worked 
in the Vancouver mining and investment industry as a geological and business consultant. In those 
roles, Mr. Rook often travels internationally.

[7]      Ms. Halcrow was an account executive at Parfums Christian Dior. She is now, apparently, 
unemployed. 

[8]      The parties began dating in August 2015. Mr. Rook ended the relationship in August 2015. In 
February 2016 they began dating again and in July 2016 Mr. Rook again ended the relationship. The 
posts began being put up on August 6, 2016.

[9]      I attach as an appendix a listing of the complained of postings. The appendix shows the contents 
of the postings including the hashtags used. It also shows the number of views or comments.

[10]    A large number of the postings were done on Instagram using the following accounts:

·                 Ryanshore_ (brandonrook.baterogold, br._rook_, brandon.rookbatero;

·                 “deepcover_ (brandonrook_, brandonrookbetero); and

·                 rrook444.

[11]    I will not summarise the posts in detail here because they are set out in full in the appendix. 
However, they include:

·                  Brandon Rook Batero

Known cheater, proud of it! STDs and spread them. …

·                  Brandon Rook-batero



… Cheater. … Has STDs spreads them to people

·                  #brandonrook … #drunk #uncaring #unfeeling

…Drunk again !!

·                  #drunk #loser… #notnicepeople #Brandonrook… #uncaring… Loser

[12]    In addition to Instagram, the posts were made on other websites including the following:

·                 https://thedirty.com/gossip/vancouver/spreader-and-cheater/

·                 http://stdcarriersdatabase.com 

·                 http://stdregistry.com 

[13]    As I noted, the posts started in August 2016 and continued to August 1, 2017.

[14]    Ms. Halcrow does not raise any defence other than that she did not publish the posts. She did not
take the stand herself and she called no evidence.

[15]    The evidence is clear and compelling that Ms. Halcrow did, in fact, put the posts on the web 
sites.

[16]    First, there is the expert of evidence of Ryan Purita. He analysed Ms. Halcrow’s emails to 
Mr. Rook and determined that they were sent from a specific IP address. This IP address was used to 
set up the accounts on Instagram that the posts were done on.

[17]    While Ms. Halcrow says that others could have used her WiFi when in her house, she gave no 
evidence to that effect and the explanation in view of the other evidence is not credible.

[18]    Second, Ms. Halcrow texted Mr. Rook numerous times about taking down the posts and 
threatening to put them up again or to create further posts. One example of this is:

(p. 184) I told you second I posted pics. This time you need to search for them and figure how many 
people I tag. Stupidly I took down but easy get back and I own this account names. And only thing you 
can get deleted on Instagram is porn. My account people say bad things I own it so I can take down two
seconds and alerts my phone.

[19]    Third, the phraseology used in the posts bars remarkable similarities to the many texts 
Ms. Halcrow sent to Ms. Rook.

[20]    Fourth, there is no evidence of anyone else who had the motivation to make the posts, much less 
knowledge of Mr. Halcrow’s personal details that were used in the posts.

[21]    I therefore conclude that all of the posts complained of were done by Ms. Halcrow.

[22]    A defamatory statement is one which has a tendency to injure the reputation of the person to 
whom it refers; which tends, that is to say, to lower him in the estimation of right-thinking members of 
society generally and in particular to cause him to be regarded with feelings of hatred, contempt, 
ridicule, fear, dislike, or disesteem. The statement is judged by the standard of an ordinary, right-



thinking member of society: Vander Zalm v. Times Publishers, a Division of F.P. Publications 
(Western) Ltd. (1980), 18 B.C.L.R. 210 (C.A.) per Seaton J.A. at para. 17; per Hinkson J.A. at para. 35.

[23]    It is clear that the listed statements meet that standard and are defamatory in their literal meaning
and it is not necessary to resort to their inferential meanings. However, for the sake of completeness, in 
the appendix I have set out the inferential meaning as argued by the plaintiff, which are also 
defamatory. An inferential meaning is one “…which the ordinary person, without special knowledge, 
will infer from the words complained of and this meaning must be determined objectively.” (Lawson v.
Baines, 2012 BCCA 117 at para. 23).

[24]    Each publication is a separate cause of action for which an action lies: Lambert v. Roberts Drug 
Stores Ltd., [1933] 4 D.L.R. 193 (MB CA).

[25]    A plaintiff does not have to prove directly that the words complained of were brought to the 
knowledge of a third party if that can reasonably be inferred: Graham v. Purdy, 2017 SKQB 42 at 
paras. 51-54. A similar conclusion was reached by Weatherill J. in Hee Creations Group Ltd. (c.o.b. 
Amara Wedding) v. Chow, 2018 BCSC 260 at paras. 83-85.

[26]    In the case at bar, Mr. Rook’s ex-wife testified that she has read all of the postings. From the 
number of comments and viewings on many of the postings, it is clear that they received wide reading.

I.                 Damages
[27]    General damages for defamation can serve three distinct functions:

a)              to act as a consolation to the plaintiff for the distress he or she suffers;

b)              to repair the harm to his or her reputation; and

c)               as a vindication of his or her personal or business reputation.

Turco v. Dunlop, [1998] B.C.J. No. 2711 (S.C.) at para. 75; Rutman v. Rabinowitz, 2016 ONSC 5864 at
paras. 214-215, affirmed 2018 ONCA 80, leave to appeal denied [2018] S.C.C.A. No. 130.

[28]    Vindication looks to the attitude of others to the plaintiff. The sum awarded must be the 
minimum necessary to signal to the public the vindication of the plaintiff's reputation: Rutman at 
para. 217.

[29]    The law of defamation protects a person's reputation. A defamatory statement will be more 
injurious to someone with a good reputation. A plaintiff's position and standing in the community are 
therefore relevant to calculating compensatory damages in a defamation action. In assessing damages, 
the court may take into consideration the plaintiff's reputation, prominence and standing in the 
community and his or her injured feelings and mental suffering: Rutman at para. 218.

[30]    Injured feelings, and anxiety are taken into account in determining damages: Rutman at 
para. 232

[31]    There is a presumption that defamatory statements cause damage. 



[32]    Where there has been actual malice, aggravated damages may be awarded in circumstances 
where the defendant’s conduct has been insulting, high-handed, spiteful, malicious or oppressive which
increases the plaintiff’s mental distress : Hill v. Church of Scientology of Toronto, [1995] 2 S.C.R. 1130
at para. 188.

[33]    Express malice exists if a defendant publishes the defamatory words:

·                 Knowing them to be false; or

·                 With reckless indifference as to their truth; or

·                 For the dominant purpose of injuring the plaintiff out of spite or animosity; 
or

·                 For some other dominant purpose which is improper or indirect.

[34]    The email and text exchanges between the parties clearly show that the postings were made out 
of spite and animosity and for the purpose of injuring the plaintiff. I therefore find actual malice.

[35]    The plaintiff gave evidence as to the importance of his reputation in acting as a director for 
public companies. He testified as to the anxiety the posts caused him and that this was aggravated by 
the references to his ex-wife and daughter.

[36]    The plaintiff submitted two recent B.C. cases to provide some guidance on the range of 
damages.

[37]    In Hee, the court awarded the plaintiff damages totalling $115,000 for several social media posts
published by the defendants over dissatisfaction with the wedding services provided by the plaintiff. 
The comments were published using English and Chinese language blogs, forums and social media 
sites, including Facebook, VanPeople, Weibo (Sina blog), Weixan (WeChat), and Blogger. The court 
awarded general damages of $75,000, aggravated damages of $15,000 and punitive damages of 
$25,000.

[38]    In BC Recreation and Parks Association v. Zakharia, 2015 BCSC 1650, the court awarded the 
plaintiff association $106,000 and the individual plaintiff $115,000 for accusations by the defendant 
that the plaintiffs extorted money from him, bullied him and victimized him.

[39]    Cases in other jurisdictions have gone much higher. In Magno v. Balita Media Inc., 2018 ONSC 
3230, the defendant newspaper published defamatory comments in its paper and on its internet site, 
Facebook, YouTube and Twitter. They referred to the plaintiff as an arrogant gasbag, a shameless bully, 
a habitual liar, a fraudster etc. The articles also alleged the plaintiff was guilty of threats and blackmail, 
dishonesty, falsification of documents, consorting with shady characters, involved in sham marriage, as
sanctimonious, overbearing, mean, cruel, ruthless and lacking in moral scruples. The court said:

The defendants have engaged in a persistent campaign to injury Magno; have ruined his reputation; and
have done so with malice. They have refused to apologize and have given no indication that they are 
prepared to stop their irresponsible defamatory attacks.

[40]    The court awarded the plaintiff $300,000 in general and aggravated damages and $110,000 
punitive damages



[41]    Turning to the case at bar, Ms. Halcrow mounted a campaign against the Mr. Rook that was as 
relentless as it was extensive. As I said, she was motivated by malice. The timing of the postings was 
tied to the relationship break-up, its recommencement and its second break-up. 

[42]    In my view, an appropriate award of general damages is $175,000 general damages and $25,000 
aggravated damages. The plaintiff has not claimed punitive damages.

[43]    Turning to special damage, Mr. Rook engaged the services of reputation consultants to assist in 
having the postings removed. He spent US $29,870.00 as is entitled to recover that from Ms. Halcrow.

[44]    Mr. Rook is also entitled to his costs. 

[45]    Mr. Rook is also entitled to an injunction. Ms. Halcrow, and other persons with knowledge of the
order, wherever they are located in the world, are restrained from publishing any of the comments 
contained in the schedule attached to this judgment. A similar schedule but without the inferential 
meanings, is to be attached to the order. 

“E.M. MYERS J.”

APPENDIX

PUBLICATIONS: CHART AND CHRONOLOGY

 

Date: August 6, 2016

Website
:

https://www.instagram.com/

Text: [Image: Brandon Rook] … #brandonrook …
#unemployed  #loserlife  #  loser  #drunk  …
#unemployed ##fat

 

Alleged
Inferenti
al
Meaning
s:

The plaintiff is a down-and-out failure who
has no ambition or financial prospects.

The  plaintiff  is  an  alcoholic  and/or  a  no-
good drunkard.

 

Date: August 6, 2016

Website https://www.instagram.com/



:

Text: [Image: Brandon Rook]… Drunk and out of
it… The usual…#brandonrook #drunk … #
loser  #loserlife  #unemployed

Alleged
Inferenti
al
Meaning
s:

The plaintiff is a down-and-out failure who
has no ambition or financial prospects.

The  plaintiff  is  an  alcoholic  and/or  a  no-
good drunkard.

 

Date: August 6, 2016

Website
:

https://www.instagram.com/

Text: Brandon Rook Batero

Known cheater, proud of it! STDs and 
spread them. … [Images: Brandon Rook]

Alleged
Inferenti
al
Meaning
s:

The plaintiff  is  guilty  of  sexual  assault  for
failing to disclose to his sexual partners that
he is infected with genital  herpes contrary
to section 265 of the Criminal Code, R.S.C.,
1985, c. C-46.

The plaintiff is sexually unfaithful.

 

Date: August 6, 2016

Website
:

https://www.instagram.com/

Text: Brandon Rook-batero

… Cheater. … Has STDs spreads them to 
people [Images: Brandon Rook]

 



Alleged
Inferenti
al
Meaning
s:

The plaintiff  is  guilty  of  sexual  assault  for
failing to disclose to his sexual partners that
he is infected with genital  herpes contrary
to section 265 of the Criminal Code, R.S.C.,
1985, c. C-46.

The plaintiff is sexually unfaithful.

 

 

Date: August 9, 2016

Website
:

https://www.instagram.com/

Text: [Image: Brandon Rook]

#drunk #loser … #notnicepeople 
#brandonrook… #uncaring…

 

Alleged
Inferenti
al
Meaning
s:

The  plaintiff  is  an  alcoholic  and/or  a  no-
good drunkard.

The plaintiff is heartless and uncaring.

 

 

Date: August 9, 2016

Website
:

https://www.instagram.com/

Text: [Image: Brandon Rook]

#brandonrook…  #drunk… #uncaring 
#notnicepeople

 

Alleged
Inferenti

The plaintiff is heartless and uncaring.



al
Meaning
s:

The  plaintiff  is  an  alcoholic  and/or  a  no-
good drunkard.

 
 

Likes:
2 likes

 

Date: August 9, 2016

Website
:

https://www.instagram.com/

Text: #brandonrook … #drunk #uncaring 
#unfeeling

 

Alleged
Inferenti
al
Meaning
s:

The plaintiff is heartless and uncaring.

The  plaintiff  is  an  alcoholic  and/or  a  no-
good drunkard.

 

 

Date: August 10, 2016

Website
:

https://www.instagram.com/

Text: [Images: Brandon Rook]

No care or compassion For those that 
struggle with illness. No time for them or 
understanding

 

Alleged
Inferenti
al

The plaintiff is heartless and uncaring.

 



Meaning
s:

 

Date: August 10, 2016

Website
:

https://www.instagram.com/

Text: #brandonrook #noheart 
#whatswrongwithpeople

 

Alleged
Inferenti
al
Meaning
s:

The plaintiff is heartless and uncaring.

 

 

Date: August 11, 2016

Website
:

https://www.instagram.com/

Text: [Images: Brandon Rook. Rachael Rook]

No care or compassion For those that 
struggle with illness. No time for them or 
understanding

 

Alleged
Inferenti
al
Meaning
s:

The plaintiff is heartless and uncaring.

 

 

Date: August 12, 2016

Website https://www.instagram.com/



:

Text: [Images: Brandon Rook]

No care or compassion For those that 
struggle with illness. No time for them or 
understanding

 

Alleged
Inferenti
al
Meaning
s:

The plaintiff is heartless and uncaring.

 

 

Date: August 14, 2016

Website
:

https://www.instagram.com/

Text: [Image: Brandon Rook]

#brandonrook…  #drunk… #uncaring 
#notnicepeople

 

Alleged
Inferenti
al
Meaning
s:

The plaintiff is an alcoholic and/or a no-
good drunkard.

The plaintiff is heartless and uncaring.

 
 

Likes:
3 

 

Date: August 14, 2016

Website https://www.instagram.com/



:

Text: …Drunk again !!

#drunk #loser… #notnicepeople 
#Brandonrook… #uncaring… Loser

 

Alleged
Inferenti
al
Meaning
s:

The plaintiff is heartless and uncaring.

The plaintiff is a down-and-out failure who
has no ambition or financial prospects.

The plaintiff is an alcoholic and/or a no-
good drunkard.

 

Likes: 3

 

Date: August 14, 2016

Website
:

https://www.instagram.com/

Text: [Image: Brandon Rook]

Drunk…! #brandonrook … #loser #loserlife 
#drunkagain… 

 

Alleged
Inferenti
al
Meaning
s:

The plaintiff is a down-and-out failure who
has no ambition or financial prospects.

The plaintiff is an alcoholic and/or a no-
good drunkard.

 
 

Likes:
2

 



Date: August 23, 2016

Website
:

https://www.instagram.com/

Text: [Image: Brandon Rook]

…Drunk again #brandonrook #loserlife… 
#stdspreader

 

Alleged
Inferenti
al
Meaning
s:

The plaintiff is a down-and-out failure who
has no ambition or financial prospects.

The plaintiff is an alcoholic and/or a no-
good drunkard.

The plaintiff  is  guilty  of  sexual  assault  for
failing to disclose to his sexual partners that
he is infected with genital  herpes contrary
to section 265 of the Criminal Code, R.S.C.,
1985, c. C-46.

 

 

Date: August 30, 2016

Website
:

https://www.instagram.com/

Text: … People who thrive on hurting people 
have no place in life… #rookxxx #loserlife 
#low…

 

Alleged
Inferenti
al
Meaning
s:

The plaintiff is heartless and uncaring.

The plaintiff is a down-and-out failure who
has no ambition or financial prospects;

 

 



Date: September 14, 2016

Website
:

https://www.instagram.com/

Text: [Image: Brandon Rook]
Drunk again… #brandonrook 
#drunkagain… #loserlife… #mypoorfrined…
my friend got screwed… #loserlife 
#drunkagain… This guy has herpes and 
hurts women!!

 

Alleged
Inferenti
al
Meaning
s:

The plaintiff is a down-and-out failure who
has no ambition or financial prospects.

The  plaintiff  is  an  alcoholic  and/or  a  no-
good drunkard.

The plaintiff  is  guilty  of  sexual  assault  for
failing to disclose to his sexual partners that
he is infected with genital  herpes contrary
to section 265 of the Criminal Code, R.S.C.,
1985, c. C-46.

 

 

Date: September 26, 2016

Website
:

https://thedirty.com/gossip/vancouver/
spreader-and-cheater/

Text: THE DIRTY ARMY: Nik, “Monique Rook 
and her ex husband are spreading DRD. …
Now the two are spreading it around town. 
Never disclosing to anyone. … him to many
women. Lawsuit pending by the sweet girl 
Brandon Rook screwed over with endless 
lies. … Brandon Rook Player, unemployed 
and a drunk. Warning they spread DRD to 
innocent people. Even when questioned 
they lie!



 
 

Alleged
Inferenti
al
Meaning
s:

The plaintiff  is  guilty  of  sexual  assault  for
failing to disclose to his sexual partners that
he is infected with genital  herpes contrary
to section 265 of the Criminal Code, R.S.C.,
1985, c. C-46.

The plaintiff is a down-and-out failure who
has no ambition or financial prospects.

The  plaintiff  is  an  alcoholic  and/or  a  no-
good drunkard.

 

Date: September 28, 2016

Website
:

http://stdcarriersdatabase.com

Text: Warning Brandon Rook of Vancouver, North
Vancouver and Deepcove BC Canada is 
sleeping with women never disclosed his 16
years of herpes. Infected many harmless 
women. Do not sleep with him without 
knowing. He lies. Being sued now by two 
victims

 
 

Alleged
Inferenti
al
Meaning
s:

The plaintiff  is  guilty  of  sexual  assault  for
failing to disclose to his sexual partners that
he is infected with genital  herpes contrary
to section 265 of the Criminal Code, R.S.C.,
1985, c. C-46.

 

 

Date: September 28, 2016

Website
:

http://stdregistry.com  



Text: Brandon Rook is sleeping with women and 
lying he is clean. Has herpes for 16 years. 
Stop him spread bad disease. Lies upon 
lies. Heartless and self serving spreading 
disease to women he claims to care about. 
To lie about it gives no one the option.

 
 

Alleged
Inferenti
al
Meaning
s:

The plaintiff  is  guilty  of  sexual  assault  for
failing to disclose to his sexual partners that
he is infected with genital  herpes contrary
to section 265 of the Criminal Code, R.S.C.,
1985, c. C-46.

The plaintiff is heartless and uncaring.

 

 

Date: October 3, 2016

Website
:

http://stdregistry.com

Text: Brandon Rook formerly at Batero Gold is 
spreading herpes., resides North 
Vancouver formerly Vancouver. Says he 
doesn’t have it but when caught says “he 
forget”. How do you forget that! Terrible 
person. Demise of his last relationships. Do
not believe him. … He’s trying to keep this 
from friends and family and seems to lie to 
even them. That only shows no one wants it
or to admit to it. His shame should show 
him what a cruel thing he is doing. He’s not 
telling anyone yet claims he’s so close to 
family and friends. Doesn’t even 
acknowledge absolute pain his actions 
cause and that does destroy lives. At least 
be upfront and let people choose to make 
the risk. No one at his age, late 40s sleeps 
with people unless they ask for sexual 
history and last partners verified as all do at
this age. all questions were asked and he 
lied. … Relationships are about trust and he



is proven untrustworthy and takes 
advantage of women that do trust. Self 
serving. He has no ability to give of himself 
or care. Many examples he doesn’t put own
girlfriend or any family first.

 
 

Alleged
Inferenti
al
Meaning
s:

The plaintiff is heartless and uncaring.

The plaintiff  is  guilty  of  sexual  assault  for
failing to disclose to his sexual partners that
he is infected with genital  herpes contrary
to section 265 of the Criminal Code, R.S.C.,
1985, c. C-46.

 

 

Date: October 3, 2016

Website
:

http://stdregistry.com

Text: …  Brandon  Rook-  Vancouver  /  North
Vancouver

Both spreading herpes to people. Never 
disclosing. Hurting unsuspecting people as 
lie they are clean. Ongoing for years. Warn 
people.

More on thedirty.com ‘Watch Out for 
Monique Rook and The+Dirty at 
https://thedirty.com/gossip/vancouver/sprea
der-and-cheater/

 
 

Alleged
Inferenti
al
Meaning
s:

The plaintiff  is  guilty  of  sexual  assault  for
failing to disclose to his sexual partners that
he is infected with genital  herpes contrary
to section 265 of the Criminal Code, R.S.C.,
1985, c. C-46.

 



 

Date: October 5, 2016

Website
:

http://stdregistry.com

Text: Warning Brandon Rook. Brandon Rook 
does have genital herpes. More than twelve
years with it. Hides his disease. Never been
disclosed to honest caring partners. Why is 
this still happening. I had suspected it and 
now seen hard proof. Lies to family to make
himself look good. … How dare people 
spread. Last partner became deathly ill and 
instead of honouring dumped as too much 
trouble for him. Stop him. He has proven 
anyone not proven perfectly healthy he has 
no time for. Prays in kind and weak and 
hates on friends and family who are sick or 
diseased yet he is!!!

Do not get involved as life times of troubles.

 
 

Alleged
Inferenti
al
Meaning
s:

The plaintiff  is  guilty  of  sexual  assault  for
failing to disclose to his sexual partners that
he is infected with genital  herpes contrary
to section 265 of the Criminal Code, R.S.C.,
1985, c. C-46.

 

 

Views
2,239

 

Date: October 8, 2016

Website
:

http://stdregistry.com

Text: Warning Brandon Rook. Brandon Rook 
does have genital herpes. More than twelve



years with it. Hides his disease. Never been
disclosed to honest caring partners. Why is 
this still happening. I had suspected it and 
now seen hard proof. Lies to family to make
himself look good. … How dare people 
spread. Last partner became deathly ill and 
instead of honouring dumped as too much 
trouble for him. Stop him. He has proven 
anyone not proven perfectly healthy he has 
no time for. Prays in kind and weak and 
hates on friends and family who are sick or 
diseased yet he is!!!

Do not get involved as life times of troubles.

 
 

Alleged
Inferenti
al
Meaning
s:

The plaintiff  is  guilty  of  sexual  assault  for
failing to disclose to his sexual partners that
he is infected with genital  herpes contrary
to section 265 of the Criminal Code, R.S.C.,
1985, c. C-46.

 

 

Date: October 10, 2016

Website
:

http://stdregistry.com

Text: … Brandon Rook- Vancouver / North 
Vancouver

Both spreading herpes to people. Never 
disclosing. Hurting unsuspecting people as 
lie they are clean. Ongoing for years. Warn 
people.

More on thedirty.com ‘Watch Out for 
Monique Rook and The+Dirty at 
https://thedirty.com/gossip/vancouver/sprea
der-and-cheater/

 



Alleged
Inferenti
al
Meaning
s:

The plaintiff  is  guilty  of  sexual  assault  for
failing to disclose to his sexual partners that
he is infected with genital  herpes contrary
to section 265 of the Criminal Code, R.S.C.,
1985, c. C-46.

 
 

Views:
1,888

 

Date: October 12, 2016

Website
:

http://stdcarriersdatabase.com

Text: Warning!! … Brandon Rook / North 
Vancouver BC

Both spreading herpes to people. Never 
disclosing. Hurting unsuspecting people as 
lie they are clean.

Ongoing for years. Warn people.

Information that Brandon Rook is fully 
putting blame on Monique Rook via text, 
email and legal conversations. Wouldn’t 
both be wrong. He fingerpoints a lot! Only 
information to go on his finger pointing and 
other claims. Blaming his last victim for 
exposing truth and yes she is telling every 
contact she meets in every walk of life and 
sharing his emails and texts! Go girl and 
why I post when she never would, so stop 
harassing her, read my blog. Brandon Rook
ripped this person’s life apart with his lies, 
physical attacks while family vacation yo 
Miami and day to day life and of course 
made her so ill. Sad to watch person treat 
human being this way. Stop him. Hates and
disrespects people with cancer, diabetes, 
depression, physical disabilities, ailments 
caused by his actions and anyone sick and 



he feels weak. Disgusting! Spread word so 
no one effected and give victims stretch 
and support as they are too hurt to speak 
for themselves. Spread the word. All his 
admissions in writing; I read them all. Truth 
can be stated. No consent was ever given 
by victims to be exposed to this disease of 
genital herpes.

 
 

Alleged
Inferenti
al
Meaning
s:

The plaintiff  is  guilty  of  sexual  assault  for
failing to disclose to his sexual partners that
he is infected with genital  herpes contrary
to section 265 of the Criminal Code, R.S.C.,
1985, c. C-46.

 

 

Date: October 13, 2016

Website
:

http://stdregistry.org

Text: Both spreading herpes to people. Never 
disclosing. Hurting unsuspecting people as 
lie they are clean. Ongoing for years. Warn 
people.

Information that Brandon Rook is fully 
putting blame on Monique Rook via text, 
email and legal conversations. Wouldn’t 
both be wrong. He fingerpoints a lot! Only 
information to go on his finger pointing and 
other claims. Blaming his last victim for 
exposing truth and yes she is telling every 
contact she meets in every walk of life and 
sharing his emails and texts! Go girl and 
why I post when she never would, so stop 
harassing her, read my blog. Brandon Rook
ripped this person’s life apart with his lies, 
physical attacks while family vacations yo 
Miami and day to day life and of course 
made her so ill. Sad to watch person treat 
human being this way. Stop him. Hates and



disrespects people with cancer, diabetes, 
depression, physical disabilities, ailments 
caused by his actions and anyone sick and 
he feels weak. Disgusting! Spread word so 
no one effected and give victims stretch 
and support as they are too hurt to speak 
for themselves. Spread the word. All his 
admissions in writing; I read them all. Truth 
can be stated. No consent was ever given 
by victims to be exposed to this disease of 
genital herpes.

More on thedirty.com ‘Watch Out for 
Monique Rook and The+Dirty at 
https://thedirty.com/gossip/vancouver/sprea
der-and-cheater/

 
 

Alleged
Inferenti
al
Meaning
s:

The plaintiff  is  guilty  of  sexual  assault  for
failing to disclose to his sexual partners that
he is infected with genital  herpes contrary
to section 265 of the Criminal Code, R.S.C.,
1985, c. C-46.

The plaintiff is sexually unfaithful.

 

Date: October 13, 2016

Website
:

http://stdregistry.com

Text: Brandon Rook claims not his fault so 
traumatized by getting herpes from now ex 
wife “MR”. Who cares! This is word he is 
spreading! Stop him! He is devil you know! 
Lied to last girlfriend for almost year. She 
started lawsuit and surprise he wanted back
together. All an huge joke! Fooled her for 
five months to get out of lawsuit. But back 
on bigger than ever. What a joke! How 
cruel. Suffered with endless medical issues 
fully brought on by him and his borderline 
personality disorder. I have read everything 
he sent and over 20 recordings of him 



admitting and making excuses he was 
victim. Grow up. Group of intelligent people 
taking on this battle as his last girlfriend 
cannot. Will warn everyday. She has lost 
her life with all this dramatic trickier and 
cruel behaviour. Brandon Rook went as far 
as trying to blame his ex girlfriend for 
business google reviews when he spent 
four months communicating with his ex 
wife’s old boyfriend spills endless personal 
details. When his ex wife begged for his 
help he wouldn’t do thing but fuel it more. 
Ex girlfriend witnessed this all and him lying
to police. All because his bitterness his 
herpes destroyed his then new relationship.
He has made up endless lies to make ex 
girlfriend look crazy to avoid and discredit 
lawsuit. It is bodily harm not disclosing STD
– herpes. Walk in victims shoes and many 
victims. Show compassion for correct 
people.

 
 

Alleged
Inferenti
al
Meaning
s:

The plaintiff  is  guilty  of  sexual  assault  for
failing to disclose to his sexual partners that
he is infected with genital  herpes contrary
to section 265 of the Criminal Code, R.S.C.,
1985, c. C-46.

 

 

Date: October 13, 2016

Website
:

http://stdregistry.com

Text: Warning 911! … Brandon Rook - North 
Vancouver – Vancouver

Infected and Brandon Rook spreading to 
women by lying clean origin of disease. …

Claims got from ex wife but believe he 
withheld from everyone and herpes is 



spread even with protection. Stop this from 
happening to women. Plays the part but 
pure evil. …

 
 

Alleged
Inferenti
al
Meaning
s:

The plaintiff  is  guilty  of  sexual  assault  for
failing to disclose to his sexual partners that
he is infected with genital  herpes contrary
to section 265 of the Criminal Code, R.S.C.,
1985, c. C-46.

 

 

Date: October 14, 2016

Website
:

http://stdregistry.com

Text: Urgent Warning  Brandon Rook – Batero – 
Vancouver – north Vancouver

He is infected!!! …

Harrasment of victim filed December 2015.
Hararrsed ex wife blamed ex girlfriend to 
deflect his actions. Proof! Infected and lies 
clean and when found out says he forgot 
as ex wife traumatized him when infected 
him. He must be stopped! Do not date him 
only terrible heartache, lies and abuse.

 

Alleged
Inferenti
al
Meaning
s:

The plaintiff  is  guilty  of  sexual  assault  for
failing to disclose to his sexual partners that
he is infected with genital  herpes contrary
to section 265 of the Criminal Code, R.S.C.,
1985, c. C-46.

 

 

Date: October 22, 2016



Website
:

http://stdregistry.org

Text: Warning Brandon Rook of Vancouver, North
Vancouver and Deepcove BC Canada is 
sleeping with women never disclosed his 16
years of herpes. Infected many harmless 
women. Do not sleep with him without 
knowing. He lies. Being sued now by two 
victims

 
 

Alleged
Inferenti
al
Meaning
s:

The plaintiff  is  guilty  of  sexual  assault  for
failing to disclose to his sexual partners that
he is infected with genital  herpes contrary
to section 265 of the Criminal Code, R.S.C.,
1985, c. C-46.

 

 

Date: October 23, 2016

Website
:

http://stdregistry.org

Text: Brandon Rook has swore repeatedly “MR” 
gave him herpes 13 or more years ago and 
uses that traumatic situation his reason for 
blocking out he had herpes. He his 
spreading it around lying at first he is clean.
Lies!!! … E needs to make amends to 
victims for this to be resolved. Disgusting 
behaviour. … Do not date Brandon rook. 
Liar and cheat! …

 



 

Alleged
Inferenti
al
Meaning
s:

The plaintiff  is  guilty  of  sexual  assault  for
failing to disclose to his sexual partners that
he is infected with genital  herpes contrary
to section 265 of the Criminal Code, R.S.C.,
1985, c. C-46.

 

 

Date: October 25, 2016

Website
:

http://liarscheatersrus.org/

Text: Brandon Rook – Vancouver – North 
Vancouver

Known liar in all aspects. Especially for 
saying disease free but infecting women 
with genital herpes. Warn all. Do not trust 
this person with anything

 
 

Alleged
Inferenti
al
Meaning
s:

The plaintiff  is  guilty  of  sexual  assault  for
failing to disclose to his sexual partners that
he is infected with genital  herpes contrary
to section 265 of the Criminal Code, R.S.C.,
1985, c. C-46.

 

 

Date: October 25, 2016

Website
:

http://www.reportmyex.com/

Text: Brandon Rook is know liar and Cheater. 
Lies he is disease free but has genital 
herpes. Hard proof know he infects others 
causing horrib outcome. Bad enough be 
Cheater but lying about this is disgusting 



 

Alleged
Inferenti
al
Meaning
s:

The plaintiff  is  guilty  of  sexual  assault  for
failing to disclose to his sexual partners that
he is infected with genital  herpes contrary
to section 265 of the Criminal Code, R.S.C.,
1985, c. C-46.

 
 

Views:
1,549

 

Date: October 26, 2016

Website
:

http://stdregistry.org

Text: Urgent Posting! Brandon Sebastian Rook 
Vancouver BC

Stop this man! Lying of existence of 
Herpes! Everyday more women being 
fooled and lied to! Has herpes but doesn’t 
disclose and lies when confronted. This is 
no joke! Warning!

 
 

Alleged
Inferenti
al
Meaning
s:

The plaintiff  is  guilty  of  sexual  assault  for
failing to disclose to his sexual partners that
he is infected with genital  herpes contrary
to section 265 of the Criminal Code, R.S.C.,
1985, c. C-46.

 

 

Date: October 28, 2016  

Website
:

http://liarscheatersrus.org/



Text: Liar is business and personal life. 
Controlling horrid man and even worse has 
genital herpes and lies about it! Lies to 
friends and family and all women! Gross 
person be warned and beware. Stay clear. 
Also lied when ex girlfriend had cancer said
she didn’t because he walked out because 
too much effort to support and care. Selfish 
to the core. Blames other constantly for his 
actions and suffers from borderline 
personality. Not capable of honestly. Feel 
sorry for anyone related to him and they are
fooled by his nice guy act or ignorant 
people like him.

 
 

Alleged
Inferenti
al
Meaning
s:

The plaintiff is a fraud.

The plaintiff is heartless and uncaring.

 

 

Date: October 28, 2016

Website
:

http://cheatersandbastards.com/

Text: Liar and Bastard! Has genital herpes and 
never told any partner he’s been with in 13 
years! Disgusting actions. Uses woman, 
lies he’s safe to sleep with, fabricates 
stories to blame others and makes up 
endless lies to save his own ass. Turns his 
back on people with cancer, lies to make 
himself look good. Real liar. Got caught 
admitted truth and record of it all. Terrible 
person puts only himself first. Not capable 
of honestly or care for others. Can not 
admit truth to friends and family. Trying 
endlessly to pin his antics yet mountains of 
proof it was all him. Can’t even say sorry to 
all he hurt!



 
 

Alleged
Inferenti
al
Meaning
s:

The plaintiff  is  guilty  of  sexual  assault  for
failing to disclose to his sexual partners that
he is infected with genital  herpes contrary
to section 265 of the Criminal Code, R.S.C.,
1985, c. C-46.

The plaintiff is heartless and uncaring.

 

 

Date: October 30, 2016

Website
:

http://cheaterreports.com/

Text: Monique Rook – North Vancouver - 
Vancouver

… past husband. He is crying blues for 10 
years. Trying to destroy her rep.

… Herpes being spread by the ex husband 
Brandon Rook, claims from her ways while 
they were married. He makes these claims 
to all. Tired of hearing him deflect on others.
His whole family knows his story and 
stands in judgement of “MR”. Such drama 
years later.

See Brandon Rooks proof as did the whole 
town. He can’t shut his month and proof is 
huge. He openly shares private lives and 
endless , I mean endless texts to shame 
her. Shame on cheaters and shame on 
Brandon Rook for spreading herpes! Stop 
all this hurtful horrid behaviour

 
 

Alleged
Inferenti
al

The plaintiff  is  guilty  of  sexual  assault  for
failing to disclose to his sexual partners that
he is infected with genital  herpes contrary
to section 265 of the Criminal Code, R.S.C.,



Meaning
s: 1985, c. C-46.

 

 

Date: November 12, 2016

Website: http://cheatersandbastards.com/

Text: …   Brandon Rook …  

All liars and selfish horrid people! All told 
tales of innocent woman who had cancer 
but in order to make themselves look good 
for walking away said she lied! How 
twisted! So she faked surgery? Incision ? 
Doctors reports? I say not!!! She did have 
cancer suffered almost two years. Selfish 
people the Rooks. All me me me!

oh dare to say a word back they switch to 
oh poor me how can you say a thing but 
yet they throw hurtful lies everywhere! 
Trying to jepordse careers, true close 
family and friends. … They know this lie 
started at hand if Brandon Rook. Known 
for lying to women about not having herpes
when he clearly does …never trust these 
people. …

Gross display of liars, and few chesters, 
shop lifters and true cheats at business. 
Until we see our injured friends apologized 
to, compensated as should be and all lies 
retracted we will defend until the end!!! You
stand up for those who can’t, won’t and 
that deserve it. 

 
 

Alleged
Inferentia
l
Meaning
s:

The plaintiff is heartless and uncaring.

The plaintiff  is guilty of sexual assault for
failing  to  disclose  to  his  sexual  partners
that  he  is  infected  with  genital  herpes
contrary  to  section  265  of  the  Criminal



Code, R.S.C., 1985, c. C-46.

 
 

Commen
ts:

2

 

Date: November 12, 2016

Website
:

http://cheatersandbastards.com/

Text: …   Brandon Rook   …

All liars and selfish horrid people! All told 
tales of innocent woman who had cancer 
but in order to make themselves look good 
for walking away said she lied! How twisted!
So she faked surgery? Incision ? Doctors 
reports? I say not!!! She did have cancer 
suffered almost two years. Selfish people 
the Rooks. All me me me!

oh dare to say a word back they switch to 
oh poor me how can you say a thing but yet
they throw hurtful lies everywhere! Trying to
jepordize careers, true close family and 
friends. … They know this lie started at 
hand if Brandon Rook. Known for lying to 
women about not having herpes when he 
clearly does …o never trust these people. 
…

Gross display of liars, and few cheaters, 
shop lifters and true cheats at business. 
Until we see our injured friends apologized 
to, compensated as should be and all lies 
retracted we will defend until the end!!! You 
stand up for those who can’t, won’t and that
deserve to be defended. Gross liars all of 
the above and all been known to send 
inapproaite messages and sone doing 
gross things online. Not people to respect. 



Dirty. Nice people thing all an act 

 
 

Alleged
Inferenti
al
Meaning
s:

The plaintiff is heartless and uncaring.

The plaintiff is guilty of sexual assault for 
failing to disclose to his sexual partners that
he is infected with genital herpes contrary 
to section 265 of the Criminal Code, R.S.C.,
1985, c. C-46.

 

Date: December 3, 2016

Website
:

http://liarscheatersrus.org/

Text: Brandon Rook’s lies continue! 2013 
Brandon Rook spread lies he resigned from
Batero Gold as CEO and yet documents 
and emails discover he was fired for 
mismanagement of business and funds. It 
was demanded he resign and board struck 
dean of $70,000 in a severance package 
and was allowed to save face saying he 
resigned. Well company’s don’t pay 
severance to people that quit nor to 
companies let a good man go. Oddly 
enough he has been unemployed since. 
Spending through his severance and last 
document we were supplied with he had 
less than $180,000 to his name and 
withdrew all his RRSPs. Living in borrowed 
time. Many friends were under the 
impression he had pile of cash yet they all 
figured not. They are correct. He’s a want to
be player but not playing in any game. Not 
asserts outside of 15 year old car. Living in 
an alley in run down guest house. Lost his 
stellar downtown address and big spending 
ways. Use to throw cash around yet 
company money. Going no where and now 
in his fifties. Yep ship saled. Had great 
relationship with someone we all loved and 
he lied to her and cheated her out of 



money. Biggest lie!!! Claimed be good man.
No just a loser when th no assets, no job, 
no cash and HERPES. Harsh to conceal 
that! Stay clear. Unless you want 
unemployed man with herpes … Ex 
girlfriend dodged a bullet now hear happy 
with hot successful younger man. We all 
laugh st his endless lies and his inability to 
be a good person. Batero stock never came
back all of us lost buying his b*******. Ran it 
into the ground selling a bill of goods and 
basically low life stock promoter. Pure evil 
man Brandon Rook with no ability to make 
come back, friend of friend was paired up 
with him and brandon rook just looking for 
people give him money but this guy says he
offers nothing. Meet Brandon Rook keep 
moving! Don’t stop to hear the lies. All 
claims are documented in his own emails, 
texts and lawyers letter with severance 
package and lawyers billings. Yuck! Liar …

 
 

Alleged
Inferenti
al
Meaning
s:

The plaintiff is a fraud.

The plaintiff is a down-and-out failure who
has no ambition or financial prospects.

 

 

Date: December 3, 2016

Website: http://cheatersandbastards.com/

Text: Brandon Rook’s lies continue! 2013 
Brandon Rook spread lies he resigned 
from Batero Gold as CEO and yet 
documents and emails discover he was 
fired for mismanagement of business and 
funds. It was demanded he resign and 
board struck dean of $70,000 in a 
severance package and was allowed to 
save face saying he resigned. Well 



company’s don’t pay severance to people 
that quit nor to companies let a good man 
go. Oddly enough he has been 
unemployed since. Spending through his 
severance and last document we were 
supplied with he had less than $180,000 to
his name and withdrew all his RRSPs. 
Living in borrowed time. Many friends were
under the impression he had pile of cash 
yet they all figured not. They are correct. 
He’s a want to be player but not playing in 
any game. Not asserts outside of 15 year 
old car. Living in an alley in run down guest
house. Lost his stellar downtown address 
and big spending ways. Use to throw cash 
around yet company money. Going no 
where and now in his fifties. Yep ship 
saled. Had great relationship with 
someone we all loved and he lied to her 
and cheated her out of money. Biggest 
lie!!! Claimed be good man. No just a loser 
when th no assets, no job, no cash and 
HERPES. Harsh to conceal that! Stay 
clear. Unless you want unemployed man 
with herpes … Ex girlfriend dodged a bullet
now hear happy with hot successful 
younger man. We all laugh st his endless 
lies and his inability to be a good person. 
Batero stock never came back all of us lost
buying his b*******. Ran it into the ground 
selling a bill of goods and basically low life 
stock promoter. Pure evil man Brandon 
Rook with no ability to make come back, 
friend of friend was paired up with him and 
brandon rook just looking for people give 
him money but this guy says he offers 
nothing. Meet Brandon Rook keep moving!
Don’t stop to hear the lies. All claims are 
documented in his own emails, texts and 
lawyers letter with severance package and 
lawyers billings. Yuck! Liar …

 
 

Alleged
Inferentia

The plaintiff is a fraud.

The plaintiff is a down-and-out failure who
has no ambition or financial prospects.



l
Meaning
s:

 

 

Commen
ts:

1

 

Date: December 3, 2016

Website
:

http://cheatersandbastards.com/

Text: Liar!! Brandon Rook once served as 
President and CEO of Batero Gold. Online 
claims he resigned in 2013 are untrue. 
Discovered lawyer documents disclosing he
was clearly ask to step down from this role 
for mismanagement of funds and company. 
He was terminated and received $70,000 in
severance immediately dismissing. Deal 
was to say he resigned but no one gets 
severance when they quit and clearly 
emails and severance package reviewed by
us shows he did not quit. Just another lie! 
Been unemployed since and claims he has 
great wealth. May 2016 he had holding less
than 184,000 and cashed in all RRSPs to 
live off of. … Here’s someone going 
nowhere. Just more lies he spreads but 
biggest lie is he has herpes and fooled 
many women! Hurting them so deeply and 
so abusive to them. Believe nothing. Stay 
clear on all levels from Brandon Rook.

… Terrible human being. 

 
 

Alleged
Inferenti
al

The plaintiff is a fraud.

The plaintiff is a down-and-out failure who
has no ambition or financial prospects.



Meaning
s:  

 

Date: December 4, 2016

Websit
e:

http://liarscheatersrus.org/

Text: Known liar. Diary of a liar launches 
December 24.

Fsmily secrets, abuse, money, sister iaw, 
drinking instead being with child, ex in laws 
abuse, ex wife’s secrets, what Brabfon Rook
has said about her in detail. Work sandal, 
details of ex girlfriend Susan and what went 
down.

Low life.

 

 

Date: December 9, 2016

Website: http://cheatersandbastards.com/

Text: Brandon Rook’s lies continue! 2013 
Brandon Rook spread lies he resigned 
from Batero Gold as CEO and yet 
documents and emails discover he was 
fired for mismanagement of business and 
funds. It was demanded he resign and 
board struck dean of $70,000 in a 
severance package and was allowed to 
save face saying he resigned. Well 
company’s don’t pay severance to people 
that quit nor to companies let a good man 
go. Oddly enough he has been 
unemployed since. Spending through his 
severance and last document we were 
supplied with he had less than $180,000 to
his name and withdrew all his RRSPs. 



Living in borrowed time. Many friends were
under the impression he had pile of cash 
yet they all figured not. They are correct. 
He’s a want to be player but not playing in 
any game. Not asserts outside of 15 year 
old car. Living in an alley in run down guest
house. Lost his stellar downtown address 
and big spending ways. Use to throw cash 
around yet company money. Going no 
where and now in his fifties. Yep ship 
saled. Had great relationship with 
someone we all loved and he lied to her 
and cheated her out of money. Biggest 
lie!!! Claimed be good man. No just a loser 
when th no assets, no job, no cash and 
HERPES. Harsh to conceal that! Stay 
clear. Unless you want unemployed man 
with herpes … Ex girlfriend dodged a bullet
now hear happy with hot successful 
younger man. We all laugh st his endless 
lies and his inability to be a good person. 
Batero stock never came back all of us lost
buying his b*******. Ran it into the ground 
selling a bill of goods and basically low life 
stock promoter. Pure evil man Brandon 
Rook with no ability to make come back, 
friend of friend was paired up with him and 
brandon rook just looking for people give 
him money but this guy says he offers 
nothing. Meet Brandon Rook keep moving!
Don’t stop to hear the lies. All claims are 
documented in his own emails, texts and 
lawyers letter with severance package and 
lawyers billings. Yuck! Liar …

 

Alleged
Inferentia
l
Meaning
s:

The plaintiff is a fraud.

The plaintiff is a down-and-out failure who
has no ambition or financial prospects.

 
 

Commen
ts:

1



 

Date: December 11, 2016

Website
:

http://www.badbizreport.com/

Text: Brandon Rook’s lies continue! 2013 
Brandon Rook spread lies he resigned from
Batero Gold as CEO and yet documents 
and emails discover he was fired for 
mismanagement of business and funds. It 
was demanded he resign and board struck 
dean of $70,000 in a severance package 
and was allowed to save face saying he 
resigned. Well company’s don’t pay 
severance to people that quit nor to 
companies let a good man go. Oddly 
enough he has been unemployed since. 
Spending through his severance and last 
document we were supplied with he had 
less than $180,000 to his name and 
withdrew all his RRSPs. Living in borrowed 
time. Many friends were under the 
impression he had pile of cash yet they all 
figured not. They are correct. He’s a want to
be player but not playing in any game. Not 
asserts outside of 15 year old car. Living in 
an alley in run down guest house. Lost his 
stellar downtown address and big spending 
ways. Use to throw cash around yet 
company money. Going no where and now 
in his fifties. Yep ship saled. Had great 
relationship with someone we all loved and 
he lied to her and cheated her out of 
money. Biggest lie!!! Claimed be good man.
No just a loser when th no assets, no job, 
no cash and HERPES. Harsh to conceal 
that! Stay clear. Unless you want 
unemployed man with herpes … Ex 
girlfriend dodged a bullet now hear happy 
with hot successful younger man. We all 
laugh st his endless lies and his inability to 
be a good person. Batero stock never came
back all of us lost buying his b*******. Ran it 
into the ground selling a bill of goods and 
basically low life stock promoter. Pure evil 
man Brandon Rook with no ability to make 



come back, friend of friend was paired up 
with him and brandon rook just looking for 
people give him money but this guy says he
offers nothing. Meet Brandon Rook keep 
moving! Don’t stop to hear the lies. All 
claims are documented in his own emails, 
texts and lawyers letter with severance 
package and lawyers billings. Yuck! Liar …

 

Alleged
Inferenti
al
Meaning
s:

The plaintiff is a fraud.

The plaintiff is a down-and-out failure who
has no ambition or financial prospects.

 
 

Views:
1,039

 

Date: December 11, 2016

Website: http://cheatersandbastards.com/

Text: Brandon Rook’s lies continue! 2013 
Brandon Rook spread lies he resigned 
from Batero Gold as CEO and yet 
documents and emails discover he was 
fired for mismanagement of business and 
funds. It was demanded he resign and 
board struck dean of $70,000 in a 
severance package and was allowed to 
save face saying he resigned. Well 
company’s don’t pay severance to people 
that quit nor to companies let a good man 
go. Oddly enough he has been 
unemployed since. Spending through his 
severance and last document we were 
supplied with he had less than $180,000 to
his name and withdrew all his RRSPs. 
Living in borrowed time. Many friends were
under the impression he had pile of cash 
yet they all figured not. They are correct. 



He’s a want to be player but not playing in 
any game. Not asserts outside of 15 year 
old car. Living in an alley in run down guest
house. Lost his stellar downtown address 
and big spending ways. Use to throw cash 
around yet company money. Going no 
where and now in his fifties. Yep ship 
saled. Had great relationship with 
someone we all loved and he lied to her 
and cheated her out of money. Biggest 
lie!!! Claimed be good man. No just a loser 
when th no assets, no job, no cash and 
HERPES. Harsh to conceal that! Stay 
clear. Unless you want unemployed man 
with herpes … Ex girlfriend dodged a bullet
now hear happy with hot successful 
younger man. We all laugh st his endless 
lies and his inability to be a good person. 
Batero stock never came back all of us lost
buying his b*******. Ran it into the ground 
selling a bill of goods and basically low life 
stock promoter. Pure evil man Brandon 
Rook with no ability to make come back, 
friend of friend was paired up with him and 
brandon rook just looking for people give 
him money but this guy says he offers 
nothing. Meet Brandon Rook keep moving!
Don’t stop to hear the lies. All claims are 
documented in his own emails, texts and 
lawyers letter with severance package and 
lawyers billings. Yuck! Liar …

 

Alleged
Inferentia
l
Meaning
s:

The plaintiff is a fraud.

The plaintiff is a down-and-out failure who
has no ambition or financial prospects.

 
 

Commen
ts:

1

 



Date: December 11, 2016

Website
:

http://www.reportmyex.com/

Text: Brandon Rook’s lies continue! 2013 
Brandon Rook spread lies he resigned from
Batero Gold as CEO and yet documents 
and emails discover he was fired for 
mismanagement of business and funds. It 
was demanded he resign and board struck 
dean of $70,000 in a severance package 
and was allowed to save face saying he 
resigned. Well company’s don’t pay 
severance to people that quit nor to 
companies let a good man go. Oddly 
enough he has been unemployed since. 
Spending through his severance and last 
document we were supplied with he had 
less than $180,000 to his name and 
withdrew all his RRSPs. Living in borrowed 
time. Many friends were under the 
impression he had pile of cash yet they all 
figured not. They are correct. He’s a want to
be player but not playing in any game. Not 
asserts outside of 15 year old car. Living in 
an alley in run down guest house. Lost his 
stellar downtown address and big spending 
ways. Use to throw cash around yet 
company money. Going no where and now 
in his fifties. Yep ship saled. Had great 
relationship with someone we all loved and 
he lied to her and cheated her out of 
money. Biggest lie!!! Claimed be good man.
No just a loser when th no assets, no job, 
no cash and HERPES. Harsh to conceal 
that! Stay clear. Unless you want 
unemployed man with herpes … Ex 
girlfriend dodged a bullet now hear happy 
with hot successful younger man. We all 
laugh st his endless lies and his inability to 
be a good person. Batero stock never came
back all of us lost buying his b*******. Ran it 
into the ground selling a bill of goods and 
basically low life stock promoter. Pure evil 
man Brandon Rook with no ability to make 
come back, friend of friend was paired up 



with him and brandon rook just looking for 
people give him money but this guy says he
offers nothing. Meet Brandon Rook keep 
moving! Don’t stop to hear the lies. All 
claims are documented in his own emails, 
texts and lawyers letter with severance 
package and lawyers billings. Yuck! Liar …

 

Alleged
Inferenti
al
Meaning
s:

The plaintiff is a fraud.

The plaintiff is a down-and-out failure who
has no ambition or financial prospects.

 
 

Views:
1,528

 

Date: December 12, 2016

Website
:

http://www.badbizreport.com/

Text: Stay clear of the Rooks in business and 
personally. Know far too many screwed 
over by them. Spreads herpes and then lies
about it. Admitted to people in texts and 
emails they are carriers. Can’t deny it. Stop 
harming people. Stop spreading lies to save
***. Check with own community, Dev’s 
parents, Sandy, workmates, high school 
****…. see what they really know and think. 
Attacked innocent person with cancer, who 
lost their father, and stabs on friends in 
back spreading lies of sexuality. Disgusting 
lot. People play the game to pass valuable 
info on but no one is on your sides.

 

Alleged
Inferenti

The plaintiff is heartless and uncaring.



al
Meaning
s:

The plaintiff is guilty of sexual assault for 
failing to disclose to his sexual partners that
he is infected with genital herpes contrary 
to section 265 of the Criminal Code, R.S.C.,
1985, c. C-46.

 

Views:
1,261

 

Date: December 14, 2016

Website: http://cheaterreport.com/

Text: Brandon Rook known cheater and liar in 
business and personal life. Passing genital
herpes to unsuspecting women. Talks big 
game but all lies. Caught cheating by his 
ex wife then passing herpes to everyone 
since. Warning! Keeps bad company and 
tries to be in the A game. Two poor girls 
fooled by this low life. Don’t be next victim. 
Keep your distance, save the heartbreak 
and your money! Don’t fall for his lies. 
Spends his time drinking, lying and going 
nowhere.

 

Alleged
Inferentia
l
Meaning
s:

The plaintiff is guilty of sexual assault for 
failing to disclose to his sexual partners 
that he is infected with genital herpes 
contrary to section 265 of the Criminal 
Code, R.S.C., 1985, c. C-46.

The plaintiff is sexually unfaithful.

The plaintiff is a fraud.

 
 

Commen
ts:

3



 

Date: December 14, 2016

Website: http://www.reportdeadbeats.com/

Text: Brandon Rook is total deadbeat! Doesn’t 
pay child support, bullied ex wife into 
sharing extra expenses only. Cheap as 
shit! I read endless texts to his ex wife on 
his old phone in November 2013 him 
demanding to stop paying monthly. He 
begrudges every nickel he has to shell out.

Intimidation is way he rules. Well he’s not 
to be scared of but pitied.

He hasn’t worked in three years after being
let go by company he helped start. Bully 
and massive liar. So many lies he has told 
and he actually thinks we don’t all know 
the truth and have seen the proof.

 

Alleged
Inferentia
l
Meaning
s:

The plaintiff selfishly refuses to fulfill his 
legal obligation to pay child support.

 

Commen
ts:

1

 

Date: December 14, 2016

Website
:

http://datingcomplaints.com/

Text: Brandon Rook is total deadbeat! Doesn’t 
pay child support, bullied ex wife into 
sharing extra expenses only. Cheap as shit!
I read endless texts to his ex wife on his old



phone in November 2013 him demanding to
stop paying monthly. He begrudges every 
nickel he has to shell out.

Intimidation is way he rules. Well he’s not to
be scared of but pitied.

He hasn’t worked in three years after being 
let go by company he helped start. Bully 
and massive liar. So many lies he has told 
and he actually thinks we don’t all know the 
truth and have seen the proof.

 
 

Alleged
Inferenti
al
Meaning
s:

The plaintiff selfishly refuses to fulfill his 
legal obligation to pay child support.

 

Date: December 17, 2016

Website: http://cheaterreport.com/

Text: Known Cheaters!. Spreading genital 
herpes. Trying to spread lies with fake 
medical documents to prove they don’t. …
Attacking wrong and very innocent people 
causing so much distress.

full publication coming to show true 
character of these people. Cheated on 
each other when together and lived sorted 
disgusting lives. Why be liars on top of 
cheaters. Why hurt others so deeply yet 
take no responsibility just cry as if you are 
victims?

Excerpts from diary….

…



“If my family knew about drugs and booze 
it would kill them…. 

… Disgusting guy for sure.

 

Alleged
Inferentia
l
Meaning
s:

The plaintiff is sexually unfaithful.

The plaintiff  is guilty of sexual assault for
failing  to  disclose  to  his  sexual  partners
that  he  is  infected  with  genital  herpes
contrary  to  section  265  of  the  Criminal
Code, R.S.C., 1985, c. C-46.

 
 

Commen
ts:

2

 

Date: December 19, 2016

Website
:

http://cheaterreport.com/

Text: … Brandon Rook …

All liars and documented cheaters in many 
ways. To cheat is to deceive. To elevate 
one’s self; to feel world revolves around you
no matter the cost to others. … Selfish 
group and many others associated with 
them. …

Sorted terrible acts by all. Crucifying others 
when they actually know truth. Pointing 
fingers is their MO. Beware of all. …

Remember genital herpes warning and 
NON disclosure of it. Vile! 

 



 

Alleged
Inferenti
al
Meaning
s:

The plaintiff  is  guilty  of  sexual  assault  for
failing to disclose to his sexual partners that
he is infected with genital  herpes contrary
to section 265 of the Criminal Code, R.S.C.,
1985, c. C-46.

The plaintiff is sexually unfaithful.

 

Date: December 21, 2016

Website
:

http://cheaterreport.com/

Text: … Brandon Rook …

All liars and documented cheaters in many 
ways. To cheat is to deceive. To elevate 
one’s self; to feel world revolves around you
no matter the cost to others. … Selfish 
group and many others associated with 
them. …

Sorted terrible acts by all. Crucifying others 
when they actually know truth. Pointing 
fingers is their MO. Beware of all. …

Remember genital herpes warning and 
NON disclosure of it. Vile! 

 
 

Alleged
Inferenti
al
Meaning
s:

The plaintiff  is  guilty  of  sexual  assault  for
failing to disclose to his sexual partners that
he is infected with genital  herpes contrary
to section 265 of the Criminal Code, R.S.C.,
1985, c. C-46.

 

 

Date: December 23, 2016

Website http://ihatedeadbeats.com/



:

Text: Brandon Rook is a true deadbeat. … Has a 
child about 11 and in November 2013 he 
bullied his ex wife to point he stopped 
paying child support. He was paying 1500 a
month and decided no more. Cut her off 
and reluctantly split extra expenses only. …
There is so much in the journal. One 
disturbing entry was text exchange with ex 
wife where Brandon Rook text … I hate you
I hate you I hate you. Who says that to a 
mother of child? Guess a deadbeat. He 
disclosed he lived in fear as local paper had
document his actual pay and he was 
worried he’d have to pay more child support
if she read it. The ex wife was in new 
relationship and then he chose to cut off 
child support. If this woman was smart 
she’d ask for child support for back years 
and BC will allow you to go back 7 years 
and be based on CRA reported income. 
Maybe both are daft but what father fights 
over 100 of extra expenses. Cheap and 
deadbeat.

 
 

Alleged
Inferenti
al
Meaning
s:

The plaintiff selfishly refuses to fulfill his 
legal obligation to pay child support.

 

Date: December 24, 2016

Website
:

http://cheaterreport.com/

Text: … Brandon Rook …

Gross liars and passing herpes. Do not 
trust these people!



Cheaters and liar being exposed. Crying 
about it and spreading more lies. Just 
confirmed never once actually asked 
people they accused. That be first stop on 
the lying bus but then how can they blame 
innocent people. Ya duh? That’s what liars 
do don’t look very far cause then they be 
truly exposed as liars the Rooks are.

 
 

Alleged
Inferenti
al
Meaning
s:

The plaintiff  is  guilty  of  sexual  assault  for
failing to disclose to his sexual partners that
he is infected with genital  herpes contrary
to section 265 of the Criminal Code, R.S.C.,
1985, c. C-46.

The plaintiff is sexually unfaithful.

 

Date: December 25, 2016

Website
:

http://cheaterreport.com/

Text: Expose this cheater and liar!

Claims doesn’t have herpes but very clear 
story told by her ex Brandon Rook. He 
cheated on her while working up North. 
Returned and infected her. … When she 
was pregnant was medical issue because 
of herpes. … Ex Brandon Rook … What 
else are they lying about. Both Brandon 
Rook and “MR” are lying they have herpes. 
Barf! Never disclosing and lying to save 
themselves. We see truth.

Contact poster to provide proof we are 
wrong but we are not as Brandon Rook 
wrote it all out in depth and shared with all! 

 
 

The plaintiff  is  guilty  of  sexual  assault  for
failing to disclose to his sexual partners that



Alleged
Inferenti
al
Meaning
s:

he is infected with genital  herpes contrary
to section 265 of the Criminal Code, R.S.C.,
1985, c. C-46.

The plaintiff is sexually unfaithful.

 

Date: December 25, 2016

Websit
e:

http://cheatersandbastards.com/

Text: Liars!!! We are working hard to get the 
website up encounters few issues but it’s 
coming! Exposing true liars!

“MR” and Brandon Rook are scum of the 
earth. … Warning! Sluts, whores, liars, 
bastards, morally challenged people with 
herpes. How do they lie? To save 
themselves. … Not good people. Herpes 
whores!

Brandon Rook harassed his ex wife 
endlessly and now he exposed all her 
secrets. …

 

 

Date: December 26, 2016

Website
:

http://cheatersandbastards.com/

Text: Charged with drunk driving! March 4 2016. 
Fought on only technicality. Forced 
statements to be made to get him off. 
Girlfriend paid for lawyer because he’s 
broke. Lied to his child and family because 
had no car after being impounded for 30 
days saying he was in an accident and no 
courtesy car was available. Road the bus to
see his girlfriend and made her hide when 



picking him up at his home. All not to blow 
his cover. Drinking issues for Brandon 
Rook. Endangering others and driving 
drunk with children on May 14 from the 
Whip cafe. Video recording after four 
vodkas. Endless reckless acts by Brandon 
Rook. No care or responsibility for others. 
Do not drive with this person or let anyone 
you love drive with him.

 
 

Alleged
Inferenti
al
Meaning
s:

The plaintiff  is  guilty  of  operating a motor
vehicle  while  impaired  contrary  to  section
253 of the  Criminal Code, R.S.C., 1985, c.
C-46.

The  plaintiff  is  an  alcoholic  and/or  a  no-
good drunkard.

 

 

Date: December 27, 2016

Website
:

http://cheaterreport.com/

Text: Liar!!! March 4 2016 Brandon Rook was 
pulled over for drunk driving. Lied to family, 
child and friends that his lack of vehicle was
due to no courtesy car after accident yet it 
was impounded. Relied on girlfriend to drive
him everywhere but because of his lies they
were together he made her hide out to pick 
him up. Forced and cohersed statements 
from girlfriend to get him off on 
technicalities. After hiring lawyer he beat on
time issue. No dispute he was drunk but 
system worked in his favour. Cost him lots 
of cash. Lies to cover his drunken ways. 
Anyone who knows him he has drinking 
issue with violent outbursts. True loser. 
True liar.

…   lies he still tells people regarding this.   He



has knack for only telling his side with spin 
on it yet he has done endless bad things. 
We all know truth and paints the innocent 
with bad brush. We see it. Ex girlfriend was 
asked for comment. Said he is sad 
individual with no heart, remorse and 
though he tries to put blame on other not 
one person claiming this has ever 
addressed accusations with anyone. That’s 
because he knows truth and can’t confront 
his lies as he will be found out.

 
 

Alleged
Inferenti
al
Meaning
s:

The plaintiff  is  guilty  of  operating a motor
vehicle  while  impaired  contrary  to  section
253 of the  Criminal Code, R.S.C., 1985, c.
C-46.

The  plaintiff  is  an  alcoholic  and/or  a  no-
good drunkard.

 

 

Date: December 27, 2016

Website
:

http://liarscheatersrus.org/

Text: Liar!!! March 4 2016 Brandon Rook was 
pulled over for drunk driving. Lied to family, 
child and friends that his lack of vehicle was
due to no courtesy car after accident yet it 
was impounded. Relied on girlfriend to drive
him everywhere but because of his lies they
were together he made her hide out to pick 
him up. Forced and cohersed statements 
from girlfriend to get him off on 
technicalities. After hiring lawyer he beat on
time issue. No dispute he was drunk but 
system worked in his favour. Cost him lots 
of cash. Lies to cover his drunken ways. 
Anyone who knows him he has drinking 
issue with violent outbursts. True loser. 
True liar.



…   lies he still tells people regarding this.   He
has knack for only telling his side with spin 
on it yet he has done endless bad things. 
We all know truth and paints the innocent 
with bad brush. We see it. Ex girlfriend was 
asked for comment. Said he is sad 
individual with no heart, remorse and 
though he tries to put blame on other not 
one person claiming this has ever 
addressed accusations with anyone. That’s 
because he knows truth and can’t confront 
his lies as he will be found out.

 
 

Alleged
Inferenti
al
Meaning
s:

The plaintiff  is  guilty  of  operating a motor
vehicle  while  impaired  contrary  to  section
253 of the  Criminal Code, R.S.C., 1985, c.
C-46.

The  plaintiff  is  an  alcoholic  and/or  a  no-
good drunkard.

 

 

Date: December 27, 2016

Website
:

http://cheatersandbastards.com/

Text: Liar!!! March 4 2016 Brandon Rook was 
pulled over for drunk driving. Lied to family, 
child and friends that his lack of vehicle was
due to no courtesy car after accident yet it 
was impounded. Relied on girlfriend to drive
him everywhere but because of his lies they
were together he made her hide out to pick 
him up. Forced and cohersed statements 
from girlfriend to get him off on 
technicalities. After hiring lawyer he beat on
time issue. No dispute he was drunk but 
system worked in his favour. Cost him lots 
of cash. Lies to cover his drunken ways. 
Anyone who knows him he has drinking 
issue with violent outbursts. True loser. 



True liar.

…   lies he still tells people regarding this.   He
has knack for only telling his side with spin 
on it yet he has done endless bad things. 
We all know truth and paints the innocent 
with bad brush. We see it. Ex girlfriend was 
asked for comment. Said he is sad 
individual with no heart, remorse and 
though he tries to put blame on other not 
one person claiming this has ever 
addressed accusations with anyone. That’s 
because he knows truth and can’t confront 
his lies as he will be found out.

 
 

Alleged
Inferenti
al
Meaning
s:

The plaintiff  is  guilty  of  operating a motor
vehicle  while  impaired  contrary  to  section
253 of the  Criminal Code, R.S.C., 1985, c.
C-46.

The  plaintiff  is  an  alcoholic  and/or  a  no-
good drunkard.

 

 

Date: December 29, 2016

Website
:

http://www.conspiracynewsnet.com/tag/
vancouver

Text: Brandon Rook is total deadbeat! Doesn’t 
pay child support, bullied ex wife into 
sharing extra expenses only. Cheap as shit!
I read endless texts to his ex wife on his old
phone in November 2013 him demanding to
stop paying monthly. He begrudges every 
nickel he has to shell out.

Intimidation is way he rules. Well he’s not to
be scared of but pitied.

He hasn’t worked in three years after being 
let go by company he helped start. Bully 



and massive liar. So many lies he has told 
and he actually thinks we don’t all know the 
truth and have seen the proof.

 
 

Alleged
Inferenti
al
Meaning
s:

The plaintiff selfishly refuses to fulfill his 
legal obligation to pay child support.

 

Date: December 30, 2016

Website
:

http://datingcomplaints.com/

Text: Brandon Rook is total deadbeat! Doesn’t 
pay child support, bullied ex wife into 
sharing extra expenses only. Cheap as shit!
I read endless texts to his ex wife on his old
phone in November 2013 him demanding to
stop paying monthly. He begrudges every 
nickel he has to shell out.

Intimidation is way he rules. Well he’s not to
be scared of but pitied.

He hasn’t worked in three years after being 
let go by company he helped start. Bully 
and massive liar. So many lies he has told 
and he actually thinks we don’t all know the 
truth and have seen the proof.

 
 

Alleged
Inferenti
al
Meaning
s:

The plaintiff selfishly refuses to fulfill his 
legal obligation to pay child support.



 

Date: December 31, 2016

Website: http://cheaterreport.com/

Text: Lies about having genital herpes and 
looking for more victims he has infected. 
16 years never disclosing to anyone! Awful
behaviour. …

That’s a direct hit to this lowlife …

Address this directly with Brandon Rook …

Set story straight with his already public 
and documented admissions and 
underhanded ways he spreads lies about 
herpes and people he’s suppose to 
support in this universe. All focus on him 
and lies he tells. Warning herpes and get 
checked crossed his path or ask him to 
disclose to you. 

 
 

Alleged
Inferentia
l
Meaning
s:

The plaintiff is guilty of sexual assault for 
failing to disclose to his sexual partners 
that he is infected with genital herpes 
contrary to section 265 of the Criminal 
Code, R.S.C., 1985, c. C-46.

 

Commen
ts:

1

 

Date: January 2, 2017

Website
:

http://www.deadbeatregistry.com/

Text: Brandon Rook is total deadbeat! Doesn’t 



pay child support, bullied ex wife into 
sharing extra expenses only. Cheap as shit!
I read endless texts to his ex wife on his old
phone in November 2013 him demanding to
stop paying monthly. He begrudges every 
nickel he has to shell out.

Intimidation is way he rules. Well he’s not to
be scared of but pitied.

He hasn’t worked in three years after being 
let go by company he helped start. Bully 
and massive liar. So many lies he has told 
and he actually thinks we don’t all know the 
truth and have seen the proof.

 
 

Alleged
Inferenti
al
Meaning
s:

The plaintiff selfishly refuses to fulfill his 
legal obligation to pay child support.

 

Date: January 2, 2017

Website
:

http://liarscheatersrus.org/

Text: Liars! Both of them! Get over yourselves 
Rooks. Spreading lies. Spreading Herpes. 
Lying through their teeth they don’t have it. 
But what a load of crap. Hurting people left 
right and centre. Should not be allowed to 
get away with this. Dirty people and 
Brandon spent years in a bisexual 
relationship and one with a stripper. Really 
low people. … Brandon is not the executive
he claimed to be just a stock promoter that 
got lucky for few years but spent that all 
now and had to move to a rental basement 
suite. Oh how the mighty fall or so he 
claimed. Low rent family for sure going 



nowhere.

Be warned. Sadly know girls that couldn’t 
see through his garbage until too far in but 
yahoo she got away and out. 

Stay clear personal and business 

 
 

Alleged
Inferenti
al
Meaning
s:

The plaintiff is a fraud.

The plaintiff  is  guilty  of  sexual  assault  for
failing to disclose to his sexual partners that
he is infected with genital  herpes contrary
to section 265 of the Criminal Code, R.S.C.,
1985, c. C-46.

 

 

Date: January 2, 2017

Website
:

http://www.badbizreport.com/

Text: Liars! Both of them! Get over yourselves 
Rooks. Spreading lies. Spreading Herpes. 
Lying through their teeth they don’t have it. 
But what a load of crap. Hurting people left 
right and centre. Should not be allowed to 
get away with this. Dirty people and 
Brandon spent years in a bisexual 
relationship and one with a stripper. Really 
low people. … Brandon is not the executive
he claimed to be just a stock promoter that 
got lucky for few years but spent that all 
now and had to move to a rental basement 
suite. Oh how the mighty fall or so he 
claimed. Low rent family for sure going 
nowhere.

Be warned. Sadly know girls that couldn’t 
see through his garbage until too far in but 
yahoo she got away and out. 

Stay clear personal and business 



 
 

Alleged
Inferenti
al
Meaning
s:

The plaintiff is a fraud.

The plaintiff  is  guilty  of  sexual  assault  for
failing to disclose to his sexual partners that
he is infected with genital  herpes contrary
to section 265 of the Criminal Code, R.S.C.,
1985, c. C-46.

 
 

Views:
1,177

 

Date: January 3, 2017

Website
:

http://cheaterreport.com/

Text: Brandon Rook …

Cheaters and liars!

Spreading herpes and lying they don’t have
it but lies about all people they know and 
don’t even know to deflect their truth. read 
all the terrible things they have done in 
many postings.

Journal obtained of day to day of Brandon 
Rook. Well documented by someone close 
to them. Person never came to pick back 
up so we all had interesting read. No 
boundaries for him including detailed entry 
of his child looking up adult things online 
and him being ok with it! Weird stuff and 
text pictures showing what he said about it. 
This journal on USB has all kinds of odd 
situations including abusive behaviour 
yelling at women and referring to them only 
as sluts, whores and c**ts.

And he was allowed to have a girl child? 



Bizarro.

…

WARNING not to trust.

Herpes alert!

 
 

Alleged
Inferenti
al
Meaning
s:

The plaintiff is sexually unfaithful.

The plaintiff  is  guilty  of  sexual  assault  for
failing to disclose to his sexual partners that
he is infected with genital  herpes contrary
to section 265 of the Criminal Code, R.S.C.,
1985, c. C-46.

 

 

Date: January 3, 2017

Website
:

http://liarscheatersrus.org/

Text: So much online about … Brandon Rook. …

We have had some good laughs, shock and
amazement but what we have read online. 
… Publicly bashing is ex wife and ex 
girlfriends. This has been practice for years.
Brandon all these innocent people be 
spared and all this nonsense stops, 
honestly we’ve heard it all by now and yes 
know it’s true, do what you were asked to 
do to have this stop.

Do either of you really want all your secrets 
told? Do any of this? Stop reaching out the 
third parties that won’t and can’t help you. 
These posters know what they are doing. 
There was a go fund me started for 
someone value 73,000 last we knew. Kind 
person said should be used for removal 
services for Rook if he actually manned up, 
told truth and made amends with injured 



parties.

Funny he lets mother of his children endure
this because of his terrible lies and acts.

What does that say if he knows exactly 
what to do and doesn’t? Loser! As he has 
nothing to lose as has no job or real life. 
Selfish acts by Brandon Rook. I agree 
Horrid to lie about herpes and pass onto 
men and women but now own it like you 
clearly admitted to court and/ or lawyer and 
now try for once in life be a good person. 
Can’t imagine what kind of people raised 
him and taught him this bad behaviour. First
rule of life apologize and keep doing it until 
people accept it, Brandon Rook there’s your
tip! Start setting it right. But you are truly 
selfish 

 
 

Alleged
Inferenti
al
Meaning
s:

The plaintiff  is  guilty  of  sexual  assault  for
failing to disclose to his sexual partners that
he is infected with genital  herpes contrary
to section 265 of the Criminal Code, R.S.C.,
1985, c. C-46.

 

 

Date: January 4, 2017

Website
:

http://cheatersandbastards.com/

Text: True Bastard!

Lying is second nature for Brandon Rook. 
Lies about being a drunk, swindler, cheater 
and all around slimball. Comes from poor 
family and abused background. Now 
passes on hate and abuse to others.

Gone after his ex wife for years. 126 texts 
sent to old soccer buddies and their friends 



disclosing all her private secrets. Why to 
break trust. Has kids with this woman but 
hoes after her hard. Hateful chatters comes
from him then acts like he did nothing. Do 
not trust him. Effected with herpes and 
never tells a soul. Dated one poor girl for a 
year, partying and drugs main theme. Woke
up one day and just never called her again. 
She’s now happily married and two kids but
won’t forget his lies. … Not a lot sex going 
on because he was so selfish and no 
staying power. Years of drugs and booze 
probably cause for this. Openly bashes gay 
people and friends that are gay. Terrible 
person to do that especially when he 
crosses that line. Childhood friend KH full 
name unknown at this time) is constantly 
ridiculed for his sexual orientation by his so 
called friend. Imagine if you were Brandon 
Rooks enemy? Who cares who people care
to love? Good on them but to make jokes 
and gross comments this is what breeds 
hate. Whole family has issues like this and 
no place for that in the world or a hater like 
this

 
 

Alleged
Inferenti
al
Meaning
s:

The plaintiff  is  guilty  of  sexual  assault  for
failing to disclose to his sexual partners that
he is infected with genital  herpes contrary
to section 265 of the Criminal Code, R.S.C.,
1985, c. C-46.

The plaintiff is sexually unfaithful.

The plaintiff is an alcoholic and/or a no-
good drunkard.

The plaintiff is homophobic.

 

Date: January 5, 2017

Website
:

http://liarscheatersrus.org/



Text: Liar, cheater and herpes carrier.

Stories allege Brandon Rook as borderline 
personality disorder. Violent outbursts when
drinking, verbal acts on women, friends and
family when drinking. Documented in 
journal physical acts on other when loaded. 
Acts women and beats them down until in 
tears. Can not be wrong. Will not stop until 
had his ways. Witness reports endless 
drinking and in front on children reducing 
them to tears. Claims he blacks out and 
remembers nothing but victims remember it
all. Who does this to women especially. 
unexpected outbursts in business and 
personal. Associates with friend … 
spending all night on alcohol binges and 
has even missed important family and 
children events due to this behaviour. Can 
not control himself with alcohol though 
many pitiful attempts to stop only lasts s 
day or two. Many gross texts and emails 
sent to supposed loved ones while drunk 
and then reads next day begging for 
forgiveness. … Brandon Rook will remain 
alone forever and no true deep relationship 
due to this abuse and herpes. … Many left 
hurt and broken after engaging with 
Brandon Rook. Read what he did to his ex 
wife … spilling all her dark secrets to 
anyone he meets. Comes from evil place.

 
 

Alleged
Inferenti
al
Meaning
s:

The plaintiff is sexually unfaithful.

The  plaintiff  is  an  alcoholic  and/or  a  no-
good drunkard.

 

 

Date: January 23, 2017

Website http://cheaterreport.com/



:

Text: Liars! Both of them! Get over yourselves 
Rooks. Spreading lies. Spreading Herpes. 
Lying through their teeth they don’t have it. 
But what a load of crap. Hurting people left 
right and centre. Should not be allowed to 
get away with this. Dirty people and 
Brandon spent years in a bisexual 
relationship and one with a stripper. Really 
low people. … Brandon is not the executive
he claimed to be just a stock promoter that 
got lucky for few years but spent that all 
now and had to move to a rental basement 
suite. Oh how the mighty fall or so he 
claimed. Low rent family for sure going 
nowhere.

Be warned. Sadly know girls that couldn’t 
see through his garbage until too far in but 
yahoo she got away and out. 

Stay clear personal and business 

 
 

Alleged
Inferenti
al
Meaning
s:

The plaintiff  is  guilty  of  sexual  assault  for
failing to disclose to his sexual partners that
he is infected with genital  herpes contrary
to section 265 of the Criminal Code, R.S.C.,
1985, c. C-46.

 

 

Date: January 23, 2017

Website
:

http://www.cheatersrus.com

Text: …   Brandon Rook …  

Liars! Betray all including family and 
friends.

… Screwed up when you tell everyone 



private things about mother of your 
children. 

Another class act in Brandon Rook part- he 
attended his childhood friends stag in 
Vegas with tight group of friends. …

Both Rooks continue to lie about having 
herpes and they slutty past. 

Classy people ran from them when found 
out. Stay clear of anyone Rook. 

Brandon Rook will never find a good 
women and no one ever care about him. 
Pathetic life.

 
 

Alleged
Inferenti
al
Meaning
s:

The plaintiff  is  guilty  of  sexual  assault  for
failing to disclose to his sexual partners that
he is infected with genital  herpes contrary
to section 265 of the Criminal Code, R.S.C.,
1985, c. C-46.

 

 

Views:
1,818

 

Date: January 24, 2017

Website
:

http://www.badbizreport.com/

Text: Brandon Rook’s lies continue! 2013 
Brandon Rook spread lies he resigned from
Batero Gold as CEO and yet documents 
and emails discover he was fired for 
mismanagement of business and funds. It 
was demanded he resign and board struck 
dean of $70,000 in a severance package 
and was allowed to save face saying he 
resigned. Well company’s don’t pay 



severance to people that quit nor to 
companies let a good man go. Oddly 
enough he has been unemployed since. 
Spending through his severance and last 
document we were supplied with he had 
less than $180,000 to his name and 
withdrew all his RRSPs. Living in borrowed 
time. Many friends were under the 
impression he had pile of cash yet they all 
figured not. They are correct. He’s a want to
be player but not playing in any game. Not 
asserts outside of 15 year old car. Living in 
an alley in run down guest house. Lost his 
stellar downtown address and big spending 
ways. Use to throw cash around yet 
company money. Going no where and now 
in his fifties. Yep ship saled. Had great 
relationship with someone we all loved and 
he lied to her and cheated her out of 
money. Biggest lie!!! Claimed be good man.
No just a loser when th no assets, no job, 
no cash and HERPES. Harsh to conceal 
that! Stay clear. Unless you want 
unemployed man with herpes … Ex 
girlfriend dodged a bullet now hear happy 
with hot successful younger man. We all 
laugh st his endless lies and his inability to 
be a good person. Batero stock never came
back all of us lost buying his b*******. Ran it 
into the ground selling a bill of goods and 
basically low life stock promoter. Pure evil 
man Brandon Rook with no ability to make 
come back, friend of friend was paired up 
with him and brandon rook just looking for 
people give him money but this guy says he
offers nothing. Meet Brandon Rook keep 
moving! Don’t stop to hear the lies. All 
claims are documented in his own emails, 
texts and lawyers letter with severance 
package and lawyers billings. Yuck! Liar …

 
 

Alleged
Inferenti
al

The plaintiff is a fraud.

The plaintiff is a down-and-out failure who
has no ambition or financial prospects.



Meaning
s:  

 

Views:
1,251

 

Date: February 5, 2017

Website
:

http://badbizreport.net/

Text: Brandon Rook’s lies continue! 2013 
Brandon Rook spread lies he resigned from
Batero Gold as CEO and yet documents 
and emails discover he was fired for 
mismanagement of business and funds. It 
was demanded he resign and board struck 
dean of $70,000 in a severance package 
and was allowed to save face saying he 
resigned. Well company’s don’t pay 
severance to people that quit nor to 
companies let a good man go. Oddly 
enough he has been unemployed since. 
Spending through his severance and last 
document we were supplied with he had 
less than $180,000 to his name and 
withdrew all his RRSPs. Living in borrowed 
time. Many friends were under the 
impression he had pile of cash yet they all 
figured not. They are correct. He’s a want to
be player but not playing in any game. Not 
asserts outside of 15 year old car. Living in 
an alley in run down guest house. Lost his 
stellar downtown address and big spending 
ways. Use to throw cash around yet 
company money. Going no where and now 
in his fifties. Yep ship saled. Had great 
relationship with someone we all loved and 
he lied to her and cheated her out of 
money. Biggest lie!!! Claimed be good man.
No just a loser when th no assets, no job, 
no cash and HERPES. Harsh to conceal 
that! Stay clear. Unless you want 



unemployed man with herpes … Ex 
girlfriend dodged a bullet now hear happy 
with hot successful younger man. We all 
laugh st his endless lies and his inability to 
be a good person. Batero stock never came
back all of us lost buying his b*******. Ran it 
into the ground selling a bill of goods and 
basically low life stock promoter. Pure evil 
man Brandon Rook with no ability to make 
come back, friend of friend was paired up 
with him and brandon rook just looking for 
people give him money but this guy says he
offers nothing. Meet Brandon Rook keep 
moving! Don’t stop to hear the lies. All 
claims are documented in his own emails, 
texts and lawyers letter with severance 
package and lawyers billings. Yuck! Liar …

 
 

Alleged
Inferenti
al
Meaning
s:

The plaintiff is a fraud.

The plaintiff is a down-and-out failure who
has no ambition or financial prospects.

 

 

Date: March 19, 2017

Website
:

http://cheatingcomplaints.com/

Text: Brandon Rook is know liar and Cheater. 
Lies he is disease free but has genital 
herpes. Hard proof know he infects others 
causing horrib outcome. Bad enough be 
Cheater but lying about this is disgusting 

 
 

Alleged
Inferenti
al

The plaintiff  is  guilty  of  sexual  assault  for
failing to disclose to his sexual partners that
he is infected with genital  herpes contrary
to section 265 of the Criminal Code, R.S.C.,



Meaning
s: 1985, c. C-46.

 

 

Date: May 25, 2017

Website
:

http://theygotbusted.com/

Text: Brandon Rook is know liar and Cheater. 
Lies he is disease free but has genital 
herpes. Hard proof know he infects others 
causing horrib outcome. Bad enough be 
Cheater but lying about this is disgusting 

 
 

Alleged
Inferenti
al
Meaning
s:

The plaintiff  is  guilty  of  sexual  assault  for
failing to disclose to his sexual partners that
he is infected with genital  herpes contrary
to section 265 of the Criminal Code, R.S.C.,
1985, c. C-46.

 

 

Date: May 28, 2017

Website
:

http://slutreport.com/

Text: Brandon Rook’s lies continue! 2013 
Brandon Rook spread lies he resigned from
Batero Gold as CEO and yet documents 
and emails discover he was fired for 
mismanagement of business and funds. It 
was demanded he resign and board struck 
dean of $70,000 in a severance package 
and was allowed to save face saying he 
resigned. Well company’s don’t pay 
severance to people that quit nor to 
companies let a good man go. Oddly 
enough he has been unemployed since. 



Spending through his severance and last 
document we were supplied with he had 
less than $180,000 to his name and 
withdrew all his RRSPs. Living in borrowed 
time. Many friends were under the 
impression he had pile of cash yet they all 
figured not. They are correct. He’s a want to
be player but not playing in any game. Not 
asserts outside of 15 year old car. Living in 
an alley in run down guest house. Lost his 
stellar downtown address and big spending 
ways. Use to throw cash around yet 
company money. Going no where and now 
in his fifties. Yep ship saled. Had great 
relationship with someone we all loved and 
he lied to her and cheated her out of 
money. Biggest lie!!! Claimed be good man.
No just a loser when th no assets, no job, 
no cash and HERPES. Harsh to conceal 
that! Stay clear. Unless you want 
unemployed man with herpes … Ex 
girlfriend dodged a bullet now hear happy 
with hot successful younger man. We all 
laugh st his endless lies and his inability to 
be a good person. Batero stock never came
back all of us lost buying his b*******. Ran it 
into the ground selling a bill of goods and 
basically low life stock promoter. Pure evil 
man Brandon Rook with no ability to make 
come back, friend of friend was paired up 
with him and brandon rook just looking for 
people give him money but this guy says he
offers nothing. Meet Brandon Rook keep 
moving! Don’t stop to hear the lies. All 
claims are documented in his own emails, 
texts and lawyers letter with severance 
package and lawyers billings. Yuck! Liar …

 
 

Alleged
Inferenti
al
Meaning
s:

The plaintiff is a fraud.

The plaintiff is a down-and-out failure who
has no ambition or financial prospects.

 



 

Date: June 6, 2017

Website
:

http://badbizreport.net/

Text: Liars! Both of them! Get over yourselves 
Rooks. Spreading lies. Spreading Herpes. 
Lying through their teeth they don’t have it. 
But what a load of crap. Hurting people left 
right and centre. Should not be allowed to 
get away with this. Dirty people and 
Brandon spent years in a bisexual 
relationship and one with a stripper. Really 
low people. … Brandon is not the executive
he claimed to be just a stock promoter that 
got lucky for few years but spent that all 
now and had to move to a rental basement 
suite. Oh how the mighty fall or so he 
claimed. Low rent family for sure going 
nowhere.

Be warned. Sadly know girls that couldn’t 
see through his garbage until too far in but 
yahoo she got away and out. 

Stay clear personal and business 

 
 

Alleged
Inferenti
al
Meaning
s:

The plaintiff  is  guilty  of  sexual  assault  for
failing to disclose to his sexual partners that
he is infected with genital  herpes contrary
to section 265 of the Criminal Code, R.S.C.,
1985, c. C-46.

 

 

Date: June 22, 2017

Website
:

http://encyclopediadramatica.is/

Text: Brandon Rook Vancouver BC Canada is a 



subject of a story of backstabbing, 
blackmailing, disharmony, and gossip.  This
is how the story goes: Brandon Rook is 
know liar and Cheater. Lies he is disease 
free but has genital herpes. Hard proof 
know he infects others causing horrib 
outcome. Bad enough be Cheater but lying 
about this is disgusting

Related from encyclopediadramatica.is: 
Cheating Drama definition – the biggest of 
all bullshit consisting of backstabbing, 
blackmailing, disharmony, gossip, and 
malice.  Cheating is what happens when 
someone who is in a committed relationship
and breaks the trust of his or her partner by 
getting physically or emotionally involved 
with another person and there is insertion of
body parts accompanied by heavy 
breathing.

 
 

Alleged
Inferenti
al
Meaning
s:

The plaintiff  is  guilty  of  sexual  assault  for
failing to disclose to his sexual partners that
he is infected with genital  herpes contrary
to section 265 of the Criminal Code, R.S.C.,
1985, c. C-46.

The plaintiff is sexually unfaithful.

 

 

Date: July 1, 2017

Website
:

http://badbizreport.net/

Text: Brandon Rook’s lies continue! 2013 
Brandon Rook spread lies he resigned from
Batero Gold as CEO and yet documents 
and emails discover he was fired for 
mismanagement of business and funds. It 
was demanded he resign and board struck 
dean of $70,000 in a severance package 



and was allowed to save face saying he 
resigned. Well company’s don’t pay 
severance to people that quit nor to 
companies let a good man go. Oddly 
enough he has been unemployed since. 
Spending through his severance and last 
document we were supplied with he had 
less than $180,000 to his name and 
withdrew all his RRSPs. Living in borrowed 
time. Many friends were under the 
impression he had pile of cash yet they all 
figured not. They are correct. He’s a want to
be player but not playing in any game. Not 
asserts outside of 15 year old car. Living in 
an alley in run down guest house. Lost his 
stellar downtown address and big spending 
ways. Use to throw cash around yet 
company money. Going no where and now 
in his fifties. Yep ship saled. Had great 
relationship with someone we all loved and 
he lied to her and cheated her out of 
money. Biggest lie!!! Claimed be good man.
No just a loser when th no assets, no job, 
no cash and HERPES. Harsh to conceal 
that! Stay clear. Unless you want 
unemployed man with herpes … Ex 
girlfriend dodged a bullet now hear happy 
with hot successful younger man. We all 
laugh st his endless lies and his inability to 
be a good person. Batero stock never came
back all of us lost buying his b*******. Ran it 
into the ground selling a bill of goods and 
basically low life stock promoter. Pure evil 
man Brandon Rook with no ability to make 
come back, friend of friend was paired up 
with him and brandon rook just looking for 
people give him money but this guy says he
offers nothing. Meet Brandon Rook keep 
moving! Don’t stop to hear the lies. All 
claims are documented in his own emails, 
texts and lawyers letter with severance 
package and lawyers billings. Yuck! Liar …

 
 

The plaintiff is a fraud.

The plaintiff is a down-and-out failure who



Alleged
Inferenti
al
Meaning
s:

has no ambition or financial prospects.

 

 

Date: July 18, 2017

Website
:

http://encyclopediadramatica.is/

Text: Cheating Drama of Brandon Rook … is a 
subject of a story of backstabbing, 
blackmailing, disharmony, and gossip.  This
is how the story goes:  Liars! Both of them! 
Get over yourselves Rooks. Spreading lies. 
Spreading Herpes. Lying through their teeth
they don t have it. But what a load of ****. 
Hurting people left right and centre. Should 
not be allowed to get away with this. Dirty 
people and Brandon spent years in a 
bisexual relationship and one with a 
stripper. Really low people. … Brandon is 
not the executive he claimed to be just a 
stock promoter that got lucky for few years 
but spent that all now and had to move to a 
rental basement suite. Oh how the mighty 
fall or so he claimed. Low rent family for 
sure going nowhere.n Be warned. Sadly 
know girls that couldn t see through his 
garbage until too far in but yahoo she got 
away and out.; Stay clear personal and 
business

Related from encyclopediadramatica.is: 
Cheating Drama definition – the biggest of 
all bullshit. consisting of backstabbing, 
blackmailing, disharmony, gossip, and 
malice.  Cheating is what happens when 
someone who is in a committed relationship
and breaks the trust of his or her partner by 
getting physically or emotionally involved 
with another person.

 



 

Alleged
Inferenti
al
Meaning
s:

The plaintiff  is  guilty  of  sexual  assault  for
failing to disclose to his sexual partners that
he is infected with genital  herpes contrary
to section 265 of the Criminal Code, R.S.C.,
1985, c. C-46.

The plaintiff is sexually unfaithful.

 

 

Date: August 1, 2017

Website
:

http://cheaters.website/

Text: …  Brandon Rook is know Liar and Cheater.   
Lies he is disease free but has genital 
herpes. Hard proof know he infects others 
causing horrib outcome. Bad enough be 
Cheater but lying about this is disgusting.

 
 

Alleged
Inferenti
al
Meaning
s:

The plaintiff  is  guilty  of  sexual  assault  for
failing to disclose to his sexual partners that
he is infected with genital  herpes contrary
to section 265 of the Criminal Code, R.S.C.,
1985, c. C-46.

The plaintiff is sexually unfaithful.

 
 


	I.                 Damages

